
 

Internal Medicine Practice 
An established Internal Medicine Practice in Pittsburgh who had been part 
of a large local healthcare network decided to not renew their contract with 
the Healthcare network and work as an independent practice.   

Though independent, they were able to continue to utilize the Epic practice management 
and electronic medical records system they had as an owned practice. 

After a few months on their own the practice struggled to utilize and maximize the 
functionality of the Epic system.   The practice revenue has suffered because claims were 
being held up for a number of reasons including, inaccurate patient information, clinical 
coding edits, inefficient payment posting and general lack of knowledge of various aspects 
of the system. 

In the year the practice had left the healthcare system their charges had dropped to 
$750,000 and collections were $225,000.  The collection rate was 29%.  There were 600 
claims in a denied or error status totaling $60,000 in charges.  Numerous claims were 
rejected due to coding errors which also contributed to lost revenue.  The staff was 
struggling with the Epic software and clearinghouse causing inefficiency such as payment 
posting being done manually for many of their major payers.  58% of all claims submitted 
to insurance payers were over ninety day old and the average days in accounts receivable 
for a claims was 56 days. 

The practice contacted Main Street Medical (MSM) to help them determine why their 
revenue had declined and what could be done to improve the situation.   MSM provided 
the practice with a free evaluation of the current status of the practices accounts 
receivable.   The evaluation quantified the quality of the current work against industry key 
performance indicators and also identified what the current quality of work was costing the 
practice.  The additional revenue potential was significant. 

MSM also identified software setup and training issues and implemented a plan to train the 
staff to utilize the system more efficiently, provide complete claims information needed so 
claims go through on the first submission.  In addition MSM corrected claims clinical 
scrubbing errors that were holding back clean claims and delaying cash flow. 

 After working with the practice for six months cash collections increased by 23% per 
month, charges increased 55%, the account receivable over 90 day went from 58% to 26% 
and denied claims and claims errors were reduced from over 600 claims to 170.   The days 
in accounts receivable for a claim went from 56 days to 45 days heading toward the target 
of less than 30 days. 


